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GMP IRP Overview

TRANSFORMATIONAL THEMES
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Closer: Generate energy close to where it’s
used. That means more local and regional
clean energy like wind, solar, and hydro to be
100% renewable by 2030.
Connected: Everything is integrated and
coordinated to drive down costs and carbon.
Empowered: Providing customer options with
the latest in innovations to promote equity
while also cutting carbon and costs.

Demand Forecast & Load Management

FUTURE LOAD GROWTH





GMP works with independent forecaster, Itron, to produce an initial forecast reflecting economic
and demographic drivers, and industry trends in efficiency and electrification.
To plan for an electrified future consistent with Vermont goals to cut costs and carbon, we overlay
the Itron forecast with a combination of electrification pathways.
The forecast features long-term growth of electricity use; the pace will depend on adoption of
electric vehicles and electricity for heating and other end uses to cut carbon.
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Demand Forecast & Load Management
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EVS: ACCELERATED ADOPTION

 Driving is the top source of carbon pollution in
Vermont. There are over 4,000 EVs in GMP territory
now:
 IRP low scenario by 2025: 10,000 EVs
 IRP high scenario by 2025: 29,000 EVs

 The high case tops out at over 300,000 EVs by 2040.
 Managed charging programs help reduce costs and
carbon during peak times.
 We expect nearly all home charging to be managed
and are modeling high usage of fast charging
expansion.
 Grid scenarios show good capability to handle
significant EV load through these management
programs in the future.

Average Demand of Electric Vehicles on TOU Rate

Low Demand
During Peak
Hours

Demand Forecast & Load Management

HEATING AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY





CCHP adoption has tracked most closely with the
high forecast, but it remains to be seen if this trend
will continue.
The high CCHP adoption scenario aligns closely with
Energy Action Network’s Pathways model to achieve
the Global Warming Solutions Act requirements.





Vermont energy efficiency program activity are captured
by incorporating historical and projected demand-side
management savings.
Future savings provided by Efficiency Vermont reflect the
state’s most recently approved efficiency program budget.
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Demand Forecast & Load Management

LOAD MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW
 Future management strategy: In addition to peak load reduction, we plan to increasingly
manage flexible loads and storage to align with periods of low wholesale energy prices and high
renewable generation.
 Integrated planning: IRP's portfolio evaluation in Ch. 7 assumes additional loads from
electrification (EVs and CCHPs) are partially managed, consistent with our experience to date.
Managed EV Charging

BYOD Residential Storage

C&I Flexible Load Management
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Demand Forecast & Load Management

PLANNING FOR ELECTRIFICATION
 GMP studies potential impacts to system operation due to high EV and Heat
Pump demands.
 Studies utilize high penetration levels to adequately identify issues:
1.
2.
3.

EV Charger placed at every residential customer with PV or Powerwall.
50% and 100% EV penetration for residential customers. Evaluated controlled and
uncontrolled EV charging.
Heat Pump at every residential customer with 50% and 100% EV penetration w/2 fast
chargers per circuit. Evaluated controlled and uncontrolled EV charging.

 Identified need to upgrade distribution transformers in most scenarios.
 High EV penetration with no control identified additional equipment
changeouts due to thermal overloads including Substation Transformers.
 Load Control will play large role in deferring equipment upgrades and
willingness to participate is consistent with what we have been seeing with
customers.
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Regional Outlook on Renewable Supply

REGIONAL RENEWABLE TRANSITION




GMP's evaluation incorporates major growth in New England renewable generation – particularly solar PV and offshore wind –
consistent with state renewable goals.
These new supplies will influence the market value of power from all resources; some of them also represent potential
renewable supply opportunities for Vermont.
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Portfolio Evaluation

STARTING POINT: REFERENCE PORTFOLIO





This shows currently forecasted loads and already expected or known energy sources under existing policies.
We have projected energy needs in 2020s to meet expiring layered purchases plus increasing electrification.
We have also substantial portfolio expirations (HQUS, NextEra Seabrook, Granite Reliable wind) in mid-2030s.
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Portfolio Evaluation

PORTFOLIO OBSERVATIONS
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 Significant need for additional renewables to achieve 100% goals.
 Highest need for additional energy supply in winter months, overnight
hours.
 We rely on intermittent sources >> substantial daily/hourly fluctuations.
 Industry leading scale of DG solar; most presently from net-metering.
 Opportunities to more cost-effectively acquire medium/larger solar not tied
to customer load.
 Substantial volume of REC sales from SPEED-era renewables. These reduce
rates but do not have a natural "home" for retirement under current VT RES.
 Same is true for new regional renewables under current VT RES.

Portfolio Evaluation

ALIGNMENT OF RENEWABLE SUPPLY & USE
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Alignment of supply and demand – on a seasonal, daily and hourly basis – helps to stabilize net power costs for our customers
and ensure GHG reductions.
Gaps can reflect characteristic seasonal profiles, and fluctuations in load or renewable generation (left hand chart).
Right hand chart shows projected daily energy purchases (grey) and sales (orange) over the course of a year.
Tools to support alignment include selection of renewable resources, energy storage, flexible loads and rate design .

Portfolio Evaluation
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STORAGE APPLICATION – VOLUME DRIVERS

 Meaningful storage over a 10-year timeframe equates to over 100 MWs from a
combination of smaller distributed and larger scale systems. Technology evolution
and application cost for storage will play a large role in outcomes.

Storage Application

Dependent variables/ role examples

Hosting Capacity/Grid solution

1) BESS solutions for increasing DER hosting capacity at
substations nearing their hosting limit (IRP p.137). 2) Deferral or
displacement of transmission or distribution infrastructure that
would otherwise be needed to provide reliable service.

Renewable resource optimization &
peaking applications

1) GMP fossil-fuel peaking units reaching the end of their service
life during the planning horizon. 2) In a solar-balancing role,
storage shifts renewable output from the midday hours with
excess to hours of greater need and value (see previous slide).

Customer Resilience

Leverage the technological innovations to drastically improve the
resiliency of targeted locations – Resiliency Zones.

Market Participation

Potential for storage developers and aggregators to site storage in
Vermont for sole participation in wholesale markets

Portfolio Evaluation

ILLUSTRATIVE FUTURE PORTFOLIO
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 New renewable sources – in-state and in the region.
 Paths to support more renewables, more cost-effectively, now that current programs are
matured.
 IRP supports linked changes to RES and utility procurement including NM.
 IRP contemplates moving toward retirement of in-state, GMP-owned resource RECs.
 IRP supports increased focus on alignment of renewable supply and customers’ electric
consumption.
 Also looks to help enable renewables build-out that mitigates grid impacts – locational
considerations.
 Resource types to pursue:





In-state solar (largely distributed)
Regional wind, including offshore
Additional energy storage and flexible loads
Shaped renewable purchases in the future?

QUESTIONS?
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